Before operation: lnsert the power supply plug into the power outlet and/or
turn the breaker on.

Installing the remote controller batteries
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Remove the front lid

a$
.
.
.
.
.
.

lnsert MA
alkaline batteries

tnstattthefrontlid

Make sure the polarity of the batteries is conect.
Do not use manganese battbries and leaking batteries. The remote mntroller
could malfunction.
Do not use rechargeable batteries.
Replace all batteries with new ones of the same type.
Batteries can be used for approximately 1 year. However, batteries with
expired shelf lives last shorter.
Press RESET gently using a thin instrument.
lf the RESET button is not pressed, the remote controller may not operate

conectiy.

Setting current time

I.

t
*

Press CLOCX

again f

I

61ocx--l
* |

the time
Each press increases/decreases
the time by 1 minute (10 minutes when pressed longer)

ls8:881
.

Press CLOCK gently using a thin

instrument.

*UK*-

ltr@
Changing temperature units (oF+oC)
Unit is preset with 'F.

* * ,r"""

RESET white
the temperature buttons are pressed.

.
.

Press RESET gently using a thin instrument.
To change temperature unit from "C to "F, press RESET.
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AUTO mode (Auto change over)
The unit selects the operation mode according to the difference between the
room temperature and the set temperature. During AUTO mode, ihe unit
changes mode (COOLeHEAT) when the room temperature is 4"F (2'C)
away from the set temperature for more than 15 minutes.

Note:
Auto Mode is not recommended if this indoor unit is connected to a MXZ
type outdoor unit. When several indoor units are operated simultaneously,
the unit may not be able to switch operation mode between COOL and
HEAT. ln this case, the indoor unit becomes standby mode (Refer to table
of Operation indicator lamp).

# coor,

mode

Enjoy cool air at your desired temperature

Note:
Do not operate COOL mode at very low outside temperatures (less than
14"F t-10'Cl). Water condensed in the unit may drip and wet or damage
furniture, etc.

O DRY mode
Dehumidify your room. The room may be cooled slightly.
Temperature cannot be set during DRY mode.

&

r.""" @ to start the operation.

3,
ffi

CI HEAT mode
Enjoy warm air at your desired temperature-

MoDE

[-l

Press
to select operation mode. Each press
changes mode in the following order:

+ *

t+8

+

6 +,1}..-

torrol tcoo.l tonYl tr.ol

I

I

.H. w
EI
ff Press or to set the temperature.
0

Emergency operation can be activated by pressing the emergency operation
switch (E.O.SW) on the indoor unit.

U

Each press raises or lowers the temperature by 1"F
(1"C).

r

Each time the E.O.SW is pressed, the operation changes in
the following order:

Operation indicator lamp

ON/OFF

Press

.

@

to stop the operation.

The sami setting is selected the next time by simply Oressing

ffi.

Operation indicator lamp

Emergency HEAT

The operation indicator lamp shows the operation state of the unit.
Indication
)d,:

)ii
)ii:

Operation state

Room temperature

(2"C)

or
The unit is operating to reach the set About 4"F
more awayfrom set
temperature
temperature

o

The room temperature is approaching the set temperature

;i1

Standby mode (only during multi

#:

system operation)

..*

Lighted

+

Blinking

o

The first 30 minutes of operation is test run. Temperature
control does not work, and fan speed is set to High.

2"C) from set temperature

Not lighted

Multi system operation
Two or more indoor units can be operated by one outdoor unit. When several
indoor units are operated simultaneously, cooling and heating operations
cannot be done at the same time. When COOL is selecled with one unit and
HEAT with another or vice versa, the unit selected last goes into standby
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Set temperature :75"F (24"C)
Fan speed : Medium
Horizontal vane : Auto

Note:

About 2 to 4'F (1 to

Note:

mode.

Stop

lf a power failure occurs or the main power is turned off during operation, 'Auto
restart function" automatically starts operation in the same mode as the one
set with the remote controller just before the shutofi of the main power. When
timer is set, timer setting is cancelled and the unit starts operation when power

is resumed.

lf you do not want to use this function, please consult the service representative because the setting of the unit needs to be changed.

7

It

FAN

YS

Press [Tl to select fan speed. Each press changes
fan speed in the following order:

t+
I

. +i

@+lli+

+t1t

{AUTo) (ouiei) (Low) fMed.) (Hioh)

+..11
(Super

Hioh)
-1

I

. Twrc short beeps are heard from the indoor unit when set to AUTO.
. Use higher fan speed to cool/heat the room quicker. lt is recommended

s,
E

to lower the fan speed once the room is cool/warm.

. Use lower fan speed for quiet operation.

Set the temperature, fan speed, and airflow direction.

.

The same setting is selected from the next time by simply pressing

.

Two settings can be saved. (One for COOL/ECONO COOL, one for

Z ,r"., ffi,o

select airflow direction. Each press
changes airflow direction in the following order:

rar

rror rl

rzr mr r+r

@
Select the appropriate temperature, fan speed, and airflow direction
according to your room.

When several indoor units are operated simultaneously for heating operation,
the temperature of the airflow may be low. ln this case, it is recommended to sel
the fun speed to AUTO.

t-@-----.-.-.--{--1

Wg

HEAT)

Hulti system operation

.

[Tl

.

Hote:

I

.T,TARTSET

Press
during COOL, ECONO COOL, or HEAT
mode to select SMART SET mode.

rst

(swtNcr

.

r

in HEAT mode is 59'F
(16'C). However, during SMART SET operation only, the minimum
temperature setting is 50'F (10"C).
Normally, the minimum temperature setting

SI\,IARTSEI

Press

.

[El

again to cancel SMART SET operation.

SMART SET operation also is cancelled when the MODE button is
pressed.

I

Two short beeps are heard from the indoor unit when set to AUTO.

SMART SET operation
A simplified set backf^unction enables to recall the preferred (preset) setting with
a single push of the

ffi

nutton. Press the button again and you can go back to

the previous setting in an instance.
Example of use:
1. Low energy mode

@
7'rr

(AUTO)-........The vane is set to the most efficient airflow direction. COOL/
DRY:horizontal position. HEAT:position (5).

(M"nrrl).......For efficient air conditioning, select the upper position for
COOL/DRY, and the lower position for HEAT. lf the position
(4) or (5) is selected during COOUDRY, the vane automatically
moves to the horizontal position after 0.5 to t hour to prevent
any condensation from dripping.

\

I

Set the temperature 4"F (2'C) to 6'F (3"C) warmer in COOL and cooler in
HEAT mode. This setting is suitable for unoccupied room, and while you are
sleeping.
2. Saving frequently used settings
Save your preferred setting for COOL/ECONO COOL and HEAT. This enables you to select your preferred setting with a single push of the button.

(Swing)....... .The vane moves up and down intermittently.

To change the horizontal airflow direction.
Move the vertical vane manually before starting operation.
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Eool\lo C00L
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during cool
ECONO COOL operation.

Press

mooe@@to

start

The unit performs swing operation vertically in various cydes according to the
temperature of airflow. Set temperature is set 4"F (2.C) higher automatically.

7

Eool\lo000t-

Press

.

[El

again to cancel ECONO COOL operation.

ECONO COOL operation is also cancelled when the VANE bufton is
pressed.

What iS "EGONO GOOU,?
Swing airflow (change of airflow) makes you feel cooler than stationary airflow.
So, even though the set temperature is automatically set at 4.F (2"C) higher, it is
possible to perform cooling operation with keeping comfort. As a result, energy can
be saved.

&

orring operation to set the rimer.

:

The unit turns ON at the set time.

ffi

ffi

tO* timer)

ffi

tOff

fimer)

* orl or o)o

blinks.

*

rI
Kffi

ffi

,r"""

or.

:

The unit turns OFF at the set time.

Make sure that the current time is set correcfly.

Press [ >l llncrease) anO
time of timer.

[T)

@@

(Decrease) to set the

Each press increases or decreases the set time by I O minutes.
. set the timer while o) I or o+o is blinking.

gsi osroP
EI
ffi -Press [Oll-) or lffi) again to canceltimer.
Note:
.
.

ON and OFF timers can be set together. lt mark indicates the order of timer
operations.
,,Auto
lf power.failure occurs while ON/OFF timer is set, see
restart
IUnCflOn"-
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cleaning.
hands.

Switch oJf the power supply or turn off the breaker before
Be careful not to touch the metal parts with your

oon*r

.
.

Use only diluted mild detergents.
Do not expose parts to direit sunlight, heat, or fire to dry.

rr.Ftuo""l.' '.

Air cleaning filter
Air filter (Nano platinum filter)

.@
.
.

Remove dirt by a vacuum cleaner, or rinse with water.
Afterwashing with water, dry itwell in shade.

(Anti-Allergy Enzyme Filter)
Back side of air filter
Every 3 months:

.

What is 6Nano platinum filtefl?

.
.

Nano platinum is a ceramic particle that includes a platinum nanoparticle.
The particles are incorporated into the filter material, which results ;n pro-

.

viding semi-permanent antibacterial and deodorizing characteristics for the

filter. Nano platinum surpasses the catechin (a bioflavonoid that is found
in green tea) in performance. Nano platinum filter uses this compound not
only to improve air quality but also to eliminate bacteria and viruses. This air

Remove dirt by a vacuum cleaner.

When dirt cannot be rernoved by vacuum cleaning:
Soak the filter and its frame in lukewarm water before rinsing it.
After washing, dry it well in shade.

Every yean

.

Replace it with a new air cleaning filter for best performance.

PartsNumber@@s!I[|

filter has a semi-permanent lasting effect even after washing it with water.

Pull to remove from the air filter

Glean the filters regularly for best per{ormance and to

reduce power consumption.
Dirty f:lters cause condensation in the air conditioner
which will contribute to the growth of fungt such as
mold. lt ls therefore recommended to clean air filters
'1. Lift the front panel until a "click" is heard.

2. Hold the hinges and pull to remove as shown

.
.
.

in the illustration above.

Wipe with a soft dry cloth or rinse it with water.
Do not soak it in water for more than two hours.
Dry it well in shade.
3. lnstallthe front panel byfollowing the removal procedure in reverse. Close the front panel securely
and press the positions indicated by the arrciws.
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Even ifthese items are checked, when the unit does not recover from the
trouble,
the air conditioner and consult vour dealer.

The unit cannot be operated.

All LED lamps on the indoor

.
.
.

ls the breaker turned on?
ls the power supply plug connected?
ls the ON timer set?

.

Are the horizontal vanes installed correctly?

The display on the remote
controller does not appear
or it is dim. The indoor unit
does not respond to the
remote control signal.

The room cannot be cooled
or heated sufficiently.

I

.

.
.

. ls the temperature

wait.

Mist is discharged from the air
outlet ofthe indoor unit.

lure in the air inside the room, and it turns

.

The cool airfrom the unit rapidly cools mois-

The airflow direction changes
during operation.
The direction of the horizontal
vane cannot be adjusted with
the remote controller.

This is for the swing operation of the HORIZONTAL VANE to be performed normally.

The operation stops for about
10 minutes in the heating
operation.

.

@@

When a ventilation fan or a gas cooker is
used in a room, the'cooling load increases,

.

When the outside temperature is high, the

.

When the outside temperature is low, the
efiect may not be sufficient.

When the unit is operated in COOL or DRY

mode, if the operation continues with air

.

@l

resulting in an insufficient cooling effect.
effect mav not be sufficient-

The room cannot be heated

.

Please change
fan speed to highersetting.
Are the filters clean?
ls the fan or heat exchanger ofthe indoor unit
clean?
Are there any obstacles blocking the air inlet
or outlet of the indoor or outdoor unit?
ls a window or door

.

into mist.
The swing operation of the
HORIZONTAL VANE is
suspended for a while, then
restarted.

setting appropriate?

.@
ls the fan setting appropriate?
.

This protects the unit according to instructions from the microprocessor. Please

@
Are any buttons on the remote controller of
other electric appliances being pressed?

.
The unil cannot be operated
for about 3 minutes when
restarted.

@

Are the batteries exhausted?
ls the polarlty (+, -) ofthe batteries conect?

Air does not blow out soon in

blowing down for 0.5 to t hour, the direction
of the airflow is automatically set to horizontal position to preventwaterfrom condensing
and dripping.
ln the heating operation, if the airflow temperature is too low or when defrosting is being done, the horizontalvane is automatically

Please wait as the unit is preparing to blow
out warm air.

.

.
.

Outdoor unit is in defrost.
Since this is completed in max.10 minutes,
please wait. (When the outside temperature
is too low and humidity is too high, frost is

@

Are the filters clean?
ls the fan orheat exchangerof the indoor unit
clean?
The unit may suck in an odor adhering to the
wall, carpet, furniture, cloth, etc. and blow it
out with the air.

This sound is generated by the expansion/
contraction of the front panel, etc. due to
change in temperature.

The unit starts operation by
itself when the main power is
turned on, but hasn't received
sign from the remote controller.

These models are equipped with an auto restartfunction. When the main power is tumed
off without stopping the unit with the remote
controller and is turned on again, the unit
starts operation automatically in the same
mode as the one set with the remote controllerjust before the shutoff ofthe main power.
Refer to "Auto restart function"

.

The fan of the outdoor unit
does not rotate even though
the compressor is running.
Even if the fan starts to rotate,
it stops soon.

.

Water leaks from the outdoor
unit.

.

When the outside temperature is low dur-

'ing cooling operation, the fan operates
capacity.

.

.

This is the sound of reftigerant or condensed
This is the sound when the flow ofrefrigerant
inside the unit is changed.

ln the following cases, stop using the air conditioner and consult your dealer.
When water leaks or drips from the indoor unit.
When the upper operation indicator lamp blinks.
When the breaker trips frequently.
The remote control signal is not received in a room where an electronic ON/OFF
type fluorescent lamp (invertertpe fluorescent lamp, etc.) is used.

.
.
.
.
.

During COOL and DRY operations, pipe or
pipe connecting sections are cooled and this
causes water to condense.
ln the heating operation, water condensed
on the heat exchanger drips down.

ln the heating operation, the defrosting
operation makes ice forming on the outdoor
unit melt and drip down

.

This is the switching sound in tuming on/off

When operation is started during defrosting
of outdoor unit is done, it takes a few minutes
(max. 10 minutes) to blow out warm air.

intermiftently to maintain sufficient cooling

.
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Mechanical sound is heard
from the indoor unit.

flow into the indoor unit even though it is not
operating.

When heating operation is
selected, operation does not
start right away.

This sound is heard when the outside air is
absorbed from the drain hose by turning on
the range hood or the ventilation fan, making
water flowing in the drain hose to spout out.
This sound is also heard when the outside air
blows into the drain hose in case the outside

A small amount of refrigerant continues to

The indoor unit which is not
operating becomes warm and
a sound, simllar to water flowing, is heard from the unit.

White smoke is discharged
from the outdoor unit.

"Burbling" sound is heard,

ln the heating operation, vapor generated
by the defrosting operalion looks like white
smoke.

.

OperalionoftheairconditionerinterfereswithradioorTVreception.Anamplifier may be required for the affected device.
When an abnormal sound is heard.

